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Abstra t

Hierar hi al reinfor ement learning promises
to be the key to s aling reinfor ement learning methods to large, omplex, real-world
problems. Many theoreti al models have
been proposed but so far there has been little in the way of empiri al work published to
demonstrate these laims.
In this paper we begin to ll this void
by demonstrating the appli ation of the
RL-TOPs hierar hi al reinfor ement learning
system to the problem of learning to ontrol
an air raft in a ight simulator. We explain
the steps needed to en ode the ba kground
knowledge for this domain and present experimental data to show the su ess of this
te hnique.
1. Introdu tion

A signi ant amount of work has re ently been published on the topi of hierar hi al reinfor ement learning (eg. Dietteri h, 1998, Hauskre ht et al., 1998, Parr
& Russell, 1998, Sutton et al., 1999). Hierar hy is seen
as a way to s ale traditional reinfor ement learning
algorithms up to handle omplex, multi-dimensional
problems. By using appropriately formulated ba kground knowledge a omplex learning task an be broken down into several smaller subtasks. These, it is asserted, an be learnt more qui kly and easily and an
be re ombined in some fashion to solve the greater
problem. Various systems of de omposition and reombination have been proposed but this broad hara terisation holds.
Yet in spite of the proliferation of su h methods and
the promise they show, there has so far been little empiri al work published demonstrating their appli ation
to truly omplex domains (with the notable ex eption
of Kalmar et al., 1998). In this paper we shall begin

Figure 1.

A sample s reen-shot from the ight simulator.

to ll that void by demonstrating the appli ation of
one su h system, the RL-TOPs ar hite ture (Ryan &
Pendrith, 1998), to a realisti problem domain | that
of learning to y.
This paper is arranged as follows: Se tion 2 ontains
a des ription the ight simulator that is our problem
domain. Se tion 3 brie y outlines the motivation and
operation of the RL-TOPs ar hite ture. Se tion 4 explains in detail the steps required engineering ba kground knowledge of the ight domain into a form that
the RL-TOPs agent an use. Experimental results are
provided in Se tion 5 and nal on lusions are drawn
in Se tion 6.
2. The Flight Simulator

Controlling an air raft in a ight simulator was seen as
an ideal demonstration of hierar hi al reinfor ement
learning. It involves ne-grained ontrol based on a
large number of input variables whi h have di erent
degrees of relevan e at di erent stages of the ight.

Table 1.

The symboli des ription of the s ene in Figure 1.

time(203.2).
visible( entre of build1).
bearing(plane, entre of build1,
1235.267212, -8.236785, -2.103162).
visible( entre of build2).
bearing(plane, entre of build2,
1109.746460, 5.127558, -3.112595).
visible( entre of build3).
bearing(plane, entre of build3,
991.044739, -17.268343, -4.294295).
visible( entre of build4).
bearing(plane, entre of build4,
829.350098, -1.246226, -6.422787).
visible(top of mountain4).
bearing(plane,top of mountain4,
9454.479492, 18.013281, 7.788969).
position(plane, -1878.2, 219.8, 5718.7).
roll pit h yaw(plane, 0, 7, 337).
sti k(-0.037500, 0.328125).
thrust(1.0).
airspeed(138.8).
limb(-15.8).
flaps(0).
gear(0).
onGround(no).
rashed(no).
autopilot(off).

Thus the state spa e of the problem is huge and the
goal an be thousands of a tions away from the starting state. This makes for a very diÆ ult reinfor ement learning task. Years of training human pilots,
however, has left us with a large body of ba kground
knowledge on the topi and a natural de omposition of
a ight into sequen es of manoeuvres whi h are themselves omposed of simpler behaviours.
The ight simulator used in these experiments, simply
alled \Fsim", simulates a PC-9 air raft. It was written as part of a joint resear h e ort between the Universities of Melbourne and New South Wales, Curtin
University of Te hnology and the DSTO Aeronautial Resear h Laboratory. It's design was parti ularly
hosen to in lude a \Symboli Des ription Generator"
(Dillon et al., 1993) whi h outputs a des ription of the
pilot's view and the instruments in a symboli form
appropriate for manipulation by an AI system. Figure 1 and Table 1 show an example s reen shot from
the simulator and the orresponding output from the
des ription generator as a set of Prolog fa ts.
The simulator has a so ket interfa e allowing it to be
ontrolled by an arbitrary autopilot program. Our
learning agent runs as a separate pro ess, ontrolling
the simulator by ommands setting the sti k position
and the thrust, aps and gear settings and reading

ba k the symboli output. Control is syn hronised so
that ea h a tion takes 0.5s of simulated time.
3. The RL-TOPs Ar hite ture

The RL-TOPs system is a synthesis of symboli and
statisti al AI methods. Symboli methods are ideal for
imparting ba kground knowledge to the learning agent
and reasoning about it, whereas statisti al methods
are more suited to the problem of ne grained ontrol.
The hallenge is ombine these advantages into a single
system.
Central to this synthesis is the idea of a Reinfor ementLearnt Teleo-operator (or RL-TOP ) based on the
teleo-operators (TOPs ) of Benson and Nilsson (1994).
These operators are high-level behaviours de ned in
terms of their pre onditions and e e ts, but unlike
standard TOPs their behaviour is not hard- oded
rather it is learnt by reinfor ement learning.
For example, in the ight domain the As end(Target)
behaviour, whi h as ends to within 100ft of the given
target altitude, might be des ribed as:
As end(Target)

Post:
within range(altitude, Target, 100).
Pre:
less than(altitude, Target),
flaps(off),
gear(up).

This des ription serves two purposes. Firstly it advises
the agent how to use this behaviour in the de omposition of a more omplex task, and se ondly it is used as
part of the learning pro ess itself, as a des ription of
the reward fun tion for this behaviour: +1 if the postondition is a hieved, -1 if the pre ondition is violated
prematurely.
Given many behaviour des riptions like these the RLTOPs system uses a symboli planner to ombine them
into rea tive plans to solve more omplex goals. So,
for example, the task of ying over a given landmark
in the ight simulator an be de omposed into a plan
involving taking o , as ending to the right altitude,
turning towards the landmark, and so on. Ea h of
these sub-tasks is des ribed by a separate RL-TOP
and learnt as a separate behaviour. Combined they
form a solution to the more omplex problem.
3.1 Levels of Granularity

Task de omposition need not be a single-level a air.
The Teleo-Rea tive formalism allows for hierar hial
program in whi h the behaviours are themselves de-

Level 0 granularity:
GoTo(Target, Alt)
Level 1 granularity:
Decomposed
over(Target, Alt)

FlyOver(Target, Alt)
delta(altitude, Alt) < 100
dist(Target) < 1000

StraightAndLevel(Target, Alt)
delta(altitude, Alt) < 100
bearing(Target) e (−5, 5)

Decomposed
TurnLeft(Target, Alt)
Level 2 granularity:

delta(altitude, Alt) < 100
bearing(Target) >= 5

TurnRight(Target, Alt)
delta(altitude, Alt) < 100
bearing(Target) <= −5

delta(altitude, Alt) < 50
distance(Target) < 1000

StraightAndLevel2(Target, Alt)
delta(altitude, Alt) < 50
bearing(Target) e (−5, 5)

GentleAscend(Alt)
altitude > Alt
bearing(Target) e (−5, 5)

GentleDescend(Alt)
altitude < Alt
bearing(Target) e (−5, 5)

An example of behaviour de omposition in the RL-TOPs ar hite ture. The top-level behaviour, GoTo(Target,
has been de omposed into a plan onsisting of behaviours of granularity one. One of these behaviours, StraightAndLevel(Target, Alt), has been further de omposed using behaviours of even ner granularity.
Figure 2.

Alt),

omposed into plans (Nilsson, 1994). To a hieve this
we de ne behaviours at di erent levels of granularity.
At the oarsest level (granularity zero) there are the
most general behaviours whi h over the entire statespa e and require the most omplex goals. At ner
levels ( granularity 1, 2, 3 et .) there are progressively
simpler behaviours with more spe ialised goals and
more limited pre onditions. Figure 2 demonstrates the
pro ess of su essive de omposition of behaviours of
one granularity into plans of the next nest level. Behaviours of granularity zero are de omposed into plans
of behaviours of granularity one whi h an in turn be
individually de omposed into plans of behaviours of
granularity two, and so on.
3.2 Exe ution

Given a behaviour to exe ute we now have two options: (1) we an follow the a tion di tated by its
own reinfor ement-learnt poli y, or (2) we an de ompose the behaviour into a plan of ner granularity behaviours and re ursively exe ute the behaviour di tated by the plan. We use a simple heuristi to hoose
between these two options: if the Q-value for the behaviour's urrent poli y a tion is non-zero then the

behaviour is on dent in this a tion and follows it; if
the Q-value is zero (the initial value) the it assumes
that this a tion hasn't been well explored and it defers
to its de omposition. An ex eption to this rule is when
the behaviour annot be de omposed or the de omposition does not over the urrent situation in whi h
ase the poli y a tion is exe uted regardless of its Qvalue. Pseudo- ode for this operation is illustrated in
Table 2.
3.3 Learning

The RL-TOPs system in orporates a limited version
all goals updating (Kaelbling, 1993). An experien e
gained by exe uting a behvaiour is not only used to update that behaviour but also any a tivated behaviours
above or below it in the hierar hy. Ea h behaviour
evaluates the experien e based on the reward fun tion
di tated by its own pre- and post- onditions and adds
the resulting (state; a tion; reward) triplet to a lesson.
When the behaviour terminates or the lesson grows
past its maximum length the lesson is replayed using
Lin's TD(0) experien e replay algorithm (Lin, 1993).
(It is important to note that this is an o -poli y learning algorithm. This allows behaviours to learn from

Table 2.

The RL-TOPs algorithm

fun tion RL-TOPs(Goal goal)
let state := initial state after resetting the ight simulator
repeat
let a tiveT ops := getA tiveTops(state)
let a tion := sele tA tion(a tiveT ops; state)
let state0 := the result of exe uting a tion in the ight simulator
updateTops(a tiveT ops; state; a tion; state0 )
0
state := state
until state 2 goal or state represent a riti al failure
end RL-TOPs
fun tion getA tiveTops(Goal g , State s)
let k := 0
let T0 := a top of granularity zero that a hieves g .
while Tk an be de omposed do
let Tk+1 := the top di tated by the de omposition of
k := k + 1
end while
return T0 ; :::; Tk
end getA tiveTops

Tk

for state s

fun tion sele tA tion(Tops T0 ; :::; Tn , State s)
for ea h Tk 2 T0 ; :::; Tn do
let a = arg maxa0 Q(Tk ; state; a0 )
if Q(Tk ; s; a) 6= 0 then
return a
end if
end for
return a
end sele tA tion
fun tion updateTops(Tops T0 ; :::; Tn , State s, A tion a, State s0 )
for ea h T 2 T0 ; :::; Tn do
if s0 2 T:post then
let r = 1
else if s0 2= T:pre then
let r = 1
else
let r = 0
end if
add (s; a; r) to T:lesson
if terminated(T) or length(T:lesson) = M axLessonLength then
replay T:lesson
T:lesson := fg
end if
end for
end updateTops

experien es whi h do not ome from exe uting their
own poli ies.) Table 2 shows pseudo- ode for this operation.

Turn(Target) behaviour whi h holds the aeroplane in a
turn until it is lose to fa ing the Target.
4.3 Primitive State Representation

4. Adding Ba kground Knowledge

The knowledge engineering for a task like ying the
simulator is not trivial. A human trainer possesses
both de larative and pro edural knowledge he wishes
to impart to the omputer. We make use of both types
of knowledge by a ombination of dire t en oding and
Behavioural Cloning methods (Sammut et al., 1992).
The RL-TOPs ar hite ture requires the trainer to
supply four kinds of ba kground knowledge: a symboli state des ription language, a set of high-level behaviour des riptions, a primitive state des ription and
a set of primitive a tions. In addition to these required
forms of knowledge the learning agent was also assisted
by replaying a ight re orded by a human pilot. For
the ight simulator experiments ea h of these parts
required areful design, as outlined below.
4.1 Symboli

State Des riptions

The symboli des ription of the high-level state began
with the Prolog fa ts output by the Symboli Des ription Generator. These des ribed the obje ts in the
world and their lo ation relative to the aeroplane, and
the settings of the ontrols and instruments. On every
iteration of the main ontrol loop the learning agent
read this information from the ight simulator. This
was augmented by a set of Prolog predi ates written
by the trainer whi h extra t various parts of this information su h as roll(R) or altitude(A), or ompare
a given instrument value with a xed threshold, as
less than(Instrument, Value).
4.2 Symboli

Behaviour Des riptions

Given the symboli state des ription language de ned
above the trainer then provided a set of behaviour
des riptions. These were based on the standard manoeuvres taught to pilots from a ight training manual
(Thom, 1992). Behaviours were de ned at three levels of granularity. At the oarsest level GoTo(Target,
Altitude) was a single monolithi behaviour the goal
of whi h was to y the aeroplane over a given landmark at a ertain altitude. At level one there was
a set of standard manoeuvres su h as TakeO , Asend(Altitude) and TurnLeft(Target, Altitude). At level
two { the nest level { the behaviours were more
spe ialised, with simpler goals and small appli ation
spa es. These orresponded to the various sub-parts
of the standard manoeuvres, su h as the MaintainLeft-

An important advantage o ered by hierar hi al reinfor ement learning is the ability to provide di erent
state abstra tions for di erent behaviours (Dietteri h,
in press). This allows ea h behaviour to view only
those parts of the state spa e that are important to
it and to represent them in a way that is relevant
to that behaviour. The RL-TOPs ar hite ture allows the trainer to spe ify for ea h behaviour a set
of \fun tions" that form its state-spa e. So for example the As end(Altitude) behaviour had the following
state variables: roll, pit h, airspeed, limb, and
delta(altitude, Altitude). Ea h of these referred
to one of the instruments read from the ight simulator, ex ept for the last whi h was a all to a Prolog
predi ate whi h al ulates the di eren e between the
altitude instrument, and the Altitude argument to
the behaviour.
Most of the state variables for the behaviours were ontinuously valued and so were dis retised for the purpose of representing the Q-fun tion. The appropriate
dis retisation varied from one behaviour to another
and was not obvious to the trainer, so they were instead omputed from a tual ight data in the following
manner.
A human pilot ew ve training ights ea h about 800
a tions (6-7 minutes) long, whi h involved ying over
three di erent landmarks and in luded examples of
all the des ribed behaviours. The state information
was re orded and replayed through the learning agent
whi h omputed whi h of its behaviours it deemed appropriate at ea h point, a ording to its plan. Ea h
state was re orded as a set of typi al state values for
the orresponding behaviour.
Then, treating ea h state variable for ea h behaviour
individually, the values were sorted and partitioned
into ve sets by equal frequen y binning (Dougherty
et al., 1995). The boundaries between these partitions formed the dis retisation of that variable. Thus
portions of the state spa e that were visited more
frequently by the human pilot were dis retised more
nely.
4.4 Primitive A tion Sele tion

As well as having a multidimensional ontinuous state
spa e the ight simulator ontrol problem has ve dimensions in its a tion spa e: the x and y positions of
the sti k, the thrust, the aps and the gear settings.

The rst three of these an take on a large number of
values. As with the primitive state representation, an
abstra tion was needed to bring this spa e to a manageable size. Again this abstra tion varied between
behaviours, as di erent behaviours required the use
of di erent ontrols. So, as with the primitive state,
the RL-TOPs system allows the trainer to spe ify a
separate set of a tions for ea h behaviour.
For these experiments the appropriate a tion values
were omputed in mu h the same way as the state representations. Ea h behaviour was given a set of relevant a tion variables, examples of whi h were re orded
from the human ight data. These data were sorted
and divided into four bins by equal-frequen y binning
and the ve partition boundaries (in luding the two
extremes) were taken as the ve possible values of
that a tion variable. The primitive a tions for ea h
behaviour were all the ombinations of possible values
for all the a tion-variables assigned to that behaviour.
Thus, for example, the As end behaviour had 125 a tions assigned to it orresponding to all ombinations
of ve x-positions for the sti k, ve y -positions, and
ve di erent thrust settings.
4.5 Learning by Observation

Even with the provision of this ba kground knowledge learning even the simplest of the de ned behaviours by random exploration alone was extremely
time- onsuming. In order to over ome this one further kind of ba kground knowledge was used | the
observation of a more experien ed pilot.
A single ight own by the human trainer was replayed
through the learning system and the pilot's a tions
and experien es were used to update the agent's behaviours. In order to maximise the use of this information any behaviour whi h had its pre ondition satis ed
by a ertain experien e was updated using that experien e.
For example, the state des ribed in Table 1 satis es
the pre ondition of the As end(1000) behaviour as the
altitude is less than 1000ft. For the same reason it
also satis es the pre ondition of the As end(1200) behaviour, and sin e the altitude is greater than 500ft,
it also satis es the pre onditions of Des end(500). All
of these behaviours are therefore able to evaluate the
pilot's a tion in this state and use this experien e to
update their own poli ies regardless of what manoeuvre the pilot is a tually performing.

5. Experimental Results
5.1 Experiment 1: Hierar hi al vs.
Non-Hierar hi al RL

Our rst experiment ompared the performan e of the
following three approa hes: (1) non-hierar hi al learning, (2) learning with one level of de omposition, and
(3) learning with two levels of de omposition. Ea h approa h was run ten times 1 with all thirty runs seeded
with the Q-fun tions learnt from replaying the training
ight, as explained above.
Ea h run onsisted of 6 hours of simulated ying time
(equal to 43200 a tion steps). Figures 3(a) and (b)
show the results of these runs, averaged over ea h
bat h of ten. The rst of these graphs shows the number of su essful ights own over the duration of the
trial. There is a lear sequen e of improvement from
the non-hierar hi al learner (whi h did not omplete a
single ight in any of the trials) through the single-level
hierar hy to the two-level hierar hy. A t-test assuming unequal varian es veri es this improvement with
82.5% on den e. This is arguably quite low but not
unreasonable onsidering the small number of runs.
A more striking di eren e is found by omparing the
per entage of ights that ended in the learner rashing
the aeroplane. The non-hierar hi al learner rashed
100% of the time, an average of 393 times per run.
The single-level learner rashed 95% of the time (255
times per run) whereas the two-level learner rashed
on only 46% of the ights (26 times per run). Again a
t-test assuming unequal varian e shows this di eren e
is signi ant with 98% on den e.
Figure 3(b) shows a loser omparison of the learning
performan e of the two hierar hi al agents. As the
agents improve, the average length of the ight should
be ome shorter. As the graph shows both agents were
unable to y reliably when they began their online
learning, in spite of the training they had already reeived. The two-level learner began to su eed more
onsistently after 1.5 hours and ontinued to improve
its performan e as time went on. The single-level
learner began su eeding later, at around 2 hours of
learning time, and while it improved qui kly at rst,
its performan e appears to have degraded slowly as
time progressed. The reason for this is not apparent.
Longer experiments are required to test whether this
trend ontinues.
1 The extremely small number of runs is due to the fa t

that ea h run took upwards of 9 hours to omplete. Work
is underway to port the ight simulator to Linux, allowing
us to run the learning algorithm on a mu h larger number
of faster ma hines.
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5.2 Experiment 2: Learning at Multiple Levels

The se ond experiment was designed to test the onurrent learning of behaviours at di erent levels of
granularity. We ompare the mid-level (granularity
one) behaviours learnt by the two hierar hi al learners in the rst experiment. It would be expe ted that
the behaviours learnt by the se ond learner, whi h inluded behaviours of granularity one and two should
perform as well as or better than those learnt by the
rst. This turned out to not be the ase.
The behaviours of granularity one were taken from
ea h of the learners in bat hes 2 and 3 in experiment
one. These behaviours were used to ontrol the plane
for a further half an hour of ying. In that time,
the behaviours from bat h two (the single-level learners) ew an average of 4.2 su essful ights, whereas
the the behaviours learn in bat h three (the two-level
learner) averaged only 1.5. On the other hand, the
number of rashes is better for the behaviours from
bat h three, whi h rashed the plane an average of 6.4
times per half hour, ompared to 8.0 times for the behaviours from bat h two. Time onstraints have prevented us from analysing in depth why the expe ted
improvement did not o ur, but preliminary investigation suggests that it is due to the di eren es in the
state and a tion abstra tions at di erent levels of the
hierar hy. Further investigation is ne essary.

pro edural, that need to be exploited for a task of
this omplexity and provides impetus for the design of
learning systems of greater exibility, so that we an
indeed make use of this knowledge.
The experimental results, while aÆrming the usefulness of the te hnique, leave many questions to be
asked. Further experiments shall be ondu ted to examine the longer term learning e e ts, and the e e ts
of simultaneously learning behaviours at multiple levels of granularity.
Development is underway on \ losing the loop" between ba kground knowledge and learnt behaviours in
the system. The symboli des ription provided by the
trainer is to be augmented based on the agent's own
experien e, using Indu tive Logi Programming. This
should further enable the automati invention of new
behaviours, the Holy Grail of hierar hi al reinfor ement learning.
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